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Abstract

This thesis deals with the development of experimental techniques for the study
of complex flows inspired to a large extent by the papermaking process. In particu-
lar one part of this thesis is devoted to the development of laboratory experiments
based on index-of-refraction matching and imaging techniques to study the behavior
of dilute and concentrated suspension of elongated particles. Another part is aimed
at exploring the potential of the synergy between experiments and numerical simu-
lations to access quantities otherwise not-measurable in complex flows. High-speed
imaging experiments have been specifically designed for this purpose.

The first of the Refractive Index Matching (RIM) experiment was aimed at study-
ing the flow generated during the filtration of a fiber suspension using Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) and pressure drop measurements. The experiments were per-
formed in a vertical laboratory filtration device. Index of refraction matching of
fibers and fluids allowed measurements to be performed in the proximity and, to
some extent, in the forming network during filtration. The area over which the form-
ing network induces velocity gradients has been measured and have been found to
be independent of the Reynolds number but dependent on the fiber length and the
structure of the network. Analysis of the flow scales in the proximity of the net-
work showed that the signature of the mesh used to filter the suspension is never
completely suppressed as the network thickness increases. Also, pressure drop mea-
surements over a static fiber network have been performed. A linear dependence of
the pressure drop with the basis weight (mass of fibers in the network per unit area)
and a non-dimensional filtration resistance independent of filtration velocity and net-
work thickness (if network compressibility is accounted for) was found. These findings
can help explain characteristics that are observed on paper sheets and help improve
dewatering efficiency.

The second RIM experiment was aimed at measuring the interactions of Taylor-
scale elongated particles with turbulence. RIM particles with embedded tracers and
Stereoscopic PIV were combined to simultaneously measure fluid phase and parti-
cle velocity. The novelty of this technique is that it allows to measure the three-
dimensional angular velocity vector of arbitrarily shaped particles. This technique
was applied to study the interaction of neutrally buoyant ellipsoidal particles with
stationary homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The results were compared to the case
of spherical particles. The main result is that both spherical and ellipsoidal particles
provide enhancement of the small scales and reduction of the large scales at volume
concentrations as low as 0.1%. However, the reduction of the large scales was much
more evident for spherical particles. These results highlight the fact that particle
elongation introduces different mechanisms of turbulent modulation as compared to
the spherical particles.



The first of the high-speed imaging experiments was to provide a database for
test and validation of a CFD-based flow observer for complex flows. For this purpose
time resolved measurements of a turbulent confined jet have been performed with
high-speed PIV. The measurements have been used both as a feedback signal and as a
reference for the evaluation of a CFD-based estimator for complex flows. Furthermore,
based on the measurements Kalman filters have been designed and implemented in
the observer. The experimental data have also been used to compare two modal
decompositions, namely Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Dynamical Modal
Decomposition and evaluate their ability to describe the global behavior of complex
flow.

The second of the high-speed imaging experiment was applied to study spread-
ing of a droplet on a solid surface. These experiments have been performed with
extremely high time-resolution (140000 fps), over a range of parameters (in terms of
droplet viscosity, equilibrium contact angle and droplet size) larger than any other
experiment reported in the literature in a single work. By combining the experiments
and direct numerical simulations a dissipative mechanisms arising from the contact
line movement has been identified and the corresponding macroscopic coefficient has
been measured.
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Preface

This doctoral thesis is within the area of fluid mechanics and is mainly based on
experimental work on complex flows. The studied flow cases are to a large ex-
tent inspired by the papermaking process, such as particle and fiber suspension
flows and co-flowing planar jets. These flows were studied experimentally us-
ing image-based techniques like particle image velocimetry, index-of-refraction
matching, high speed imaging and digital image processing. Part of the data
have been used in combination with numerical simulations to develop and vali-
date estimators for turbulent flows and multiphase flows and to perform hybrid
measurements. The thesis is divided into two parts. The first includes and in-
troduction to the present work and a summary of the contribution to the field.
The second part consists of six papers, adjusted to comply with the present
thesis format for consistency. However, their contents have not changed com-
pared to published or submitted version. The respondent’s contribution to all
papers are stated in chapter 7 of part I.

May 2011, Stockholm

Gabriele Bellani
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“In perception we do not think the object and we do not think
ourselves thinking it, we are given over to the object and we merge
into this body which is better informed than we are about the
world”

Merlau-Ponty (in Phenomenology of Perception)
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Part I

Overview and summary





CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Ta panta rhei, everything flows, was the metaphor used by Simplicius1 to ex-
plain the idea of the greek philosopher Heraclitus2 that nothing stands still,
everything is constantly changing and evolving according to its own Logos.3

Perhaps it wasn’t really fluid mechanics Heraclitus had in mind, but it
is really so that anything can flow. Not only the water in rivers and oceans,
or the winds in the atmosphere and over an airplane wing can flow, but even
”solid” particles, if they are lubricated enough and in large number can behave
like fluids. Dust particles in air, volcano’s ashes, blood cells or even microor-
ganisms ”swimming” in the ocean such as plankton can be thought as flowing
suspensions. Examples of ”flowing objects” can also be taken from engineering
applications: fluidized beds, droplet dispersion in combustion engine, prepara-
tion of composite materials, etc.

Engineers and physicist have made huge steps in understanding the nature
of single-phase flows, which is elegantly expressed by the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. After more than a century of research and experiments we are able to
estimate the energy needed to push a fluid through pipes and channels or to
predict the friction occurring between a turbulent flow and a solid wall.4

However, the presence of one or more additional phases add complexity
to the already complicated behavior of fluids. This is because the suspended
phases exerts forces and torques on a micro-scale level, and the effect of thess
interactions can be observed on the macroscopic behavior. Examples are drag
reduction by fibers or polymers, turbulent modulation by particles, or particle
agglomeration or segregation in shear flows. In order to fully understand and
control these phenomena that, as shown by the examples above, occur every

1Simplicius of Cilicia, 490–560 CE, was one of the last of the Neoplatonists. He was among
the pagan philosophers persecuted by Justinian in the early 6th century.
2Heraclitus of Ephesus, 535–475 BCE, was a pre-Socratic Greek philosopher, a native of the
Greek city Ephesus, Ionia.
3This important greek word is normally translated as ”reason”, but it can have several other
interpretations such as: ”measure”, ”proportion”, ”formula”, ”language”, etc. For Heraclitus
Logos was the link between rational discourse and the rational structure of the world.
4From a physical point of view, transition to turbulence and a complete description of tur-
bulent flows is far from being achieved. However, from an engineering point of view, there
are many tools available to make accurate predictions for the cases mentioned above.
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

day in nature and in technological applications, one has to understand the link
between these microscopic interactions and describe them with general laws of
dynamics. Or, to use Heraclitus language, one has to find their Logos.

This is not an easy task because by definition complex systems involve a
large number of components and phenomena interacting with each other. This
thesis reports the effort of understanding some of the phenomena occurring in
complex flows inspired to a large extent by the papermaking process.

1.1. Papermaking

The process of papermaking starts with a mixture of cellulose fibers and water
(i.e. a fiber suspension). During this process the fibers have to be efficiently
transported, dispersed, oriented and de-hydrated. In these operations fibers
interact with turbulence, shear and strain flows, solid walls and complicated
geometries (channels, contractions, pipes, permeable wires, etc.), and the con-
centration varies from very dilute to very concentrated.

It is therefore easy to understand why each section of a paper machine is a
source of many interesting fluid-mechanics problems: at first a dilute fiber sus-
pension (about 0.5 % in weight) is pumped through the headbox.5. When enter-
ing the headbox a highly turbulent flow is generated. The turbulent flow is then
accelerated through a converging channel and re-laminariztion occurs. From
a fundamental point of view it is interesting to understand how fibers affect
turbulent production and dissipation in order to predict the re-laminarization
point and in which regime turbulence helps the dispersion of fibers or enhance
fiber agglomeration. Another problem is to model the competition between
strain and turbulence in aligning the fibers with the main strain direction or to
randomly orient them, as well as to model the effect of solid walls on particle
orientation.

At the headbox outlet a 10 m wide jet is ejected at 30 m/s. Instabilities of
the jet can arise from the interactions with the surrounding air and be reflected
on the paper structure once the sheet is formed. Predicting in which parame-
ter range the instability occurs is a three-phase flow problem, and performing
stability analysis on such flow is very important but absolutely non-trivial.

After, the jet impinges the two permeable wires, so water starts to be
removed and the fibers begin to form a network. Understanding and improving
de-watering capacity in this phase is very important because it reduces the need
of energy and heat at later stages. In this phase the concentration is increasing
in time as the fibers are piling up on the wire and the water has to flow through
an inhomogeneous, compressible and deformable porous media. A recent review
illustrates in detail the fluid mechanics of papermaking (Lundell et al. 2010).

5This is the initial part and the ”heart” of the paper machine, which has to deliver a thin
uniform jet to the moving wires where the sheet is formed.



1.2. TOWARDS NUMERICAL AIDED MEASUREMENTS 3

Part of this thesis is devoted to the development of laboratory experiments
based on index-of-refraction matching and imaging techniques to study the
behavior of dilute and concentrated suspension. The experiments are focused
to study the the flow through inhomogeneous fiber network during filtration
and interactions of elongated particles and turbulence.

1.2. Towards numerical aided measurements

The first step towards understanding complex flows is to collect meaningful
data about each component of the fluid system. However, measuring in complex
flows is in general not easy. Often one of the phases is not transparent and
does not allow optical access, or prevent the uses of measurements tools that
are commonly used in single phase flows. Another issue is the multi-scale
nature of multiphase flows. In fact, as discussed above, phenomena occurring
at macroscopic scales are the results of interactions taking place at the micro-
scales which often impose conflicting requirements on resolution. In the last two
decades, the advent of high-speed cameras and digital image processing have
made it possible to ”see” things that were hardly observable in experiments in
the past.

However, in general, experiments can only provide partial information on
a limited number of variables. On the other hand, numerical simulations can
provide full information about all the variables in a flow system, but due to the
huge computational cost required to get realistic results, numerical simulations
were limited to simple cases and geometries.Therefore, experiments and simu-
lations have traditionally been so far two separate worlds that came in contact
only for comparison or validation.

Nowadays though, improved performance of individual processors and the
development of parallel computing allows the possibility to perform numerical
simulations of multiphase flows and complex geometries that are very close
to what it is reproduced in a laboratory. This opens up to the possibility of
combining the strengths of simulations and measurements and access a large
amount of information about complex flows with an unprecedented level of
detail and accuracy.

Another aim of this thesis is to explore the potential of this synergy, both
in the form of CFD-based estimators for turbulent and non-newtonian flows
and in combining experiments and advanced numerical simulation to access
quantities otherwise not-measurable. An example of this was the measurement
of the energy dissipation rate occurring at the contact line between a droplet
and a solid surface during wetting.



4 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3. Structure of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows: Part I, will continue with a review of image-
based techniques focused on Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) applied to multi-
phase flows and Refractive-Index-Matching (RIM) techniques. Also, insight
into problems related to data analysis will be addressed and the new methods
that have been used in this work will be introduced in chapter 3. In chapter 4 we
will present two-phase flow measurements based on RIM and PIV techniques,
while chapter 5 will present experiments based on high-speed imaging that
have been used in combination with numerical simulations. Part I ends with a
summary of results and a list of publications as well as describing the authors
contribution to the papers in chapter 6 and 7, respectively. Part II contains
six papers, the first three related to the cases presented in chapter 4 (the first
two on filtration, and the third one on particle-turbulence interaction) and the
last ones are the outcome of the experiments discussed in chapter 5 (Two on
the co-flowing jet experiment and one on rapid wetting).



CHAPTER 2

Image-based measurement techniques

Leonardo da Vinci pioneered the flow visualization genre close to 500 years
ago, his observation and sketches of vortices and swirls represent perhaps the
world’s first use of visualization as a scientific tool to study a turbulent flow.
Nowadays, the advent of high-speed cameras and sophisticated light sources
allow us, without necessarily possessing Leonardo’s drawing skills, to make not
only qualitative observations, but also meaningful quantitative measurements
of velocity and concentration on time and length scales way beyond the capa-
bility of the human perception.

The combination of high-speed cameras and lasers have allowed the de-
velopment of techniques that can achieve spatially and time resolved measure-
ments of the three velocity components over a plane (for example Stereo-PIV)
or over a volume (ex. Volumetric or Tomographic PIV). Particle image ve-
locimetry and more in general, image-based techniques use the light scattered
by tracers added to the flow or the light deflected by density gradients or in-
terfaces as a signal to measure quantities like velocity or concentration. This
obviously requires that there is an undisturbed optical path between the source
(particles) and the sensor. This is usually not an issue in single-phase flows
since fluids such as air and water are transparent. However, in multi-phase
flows the presence of the other phases can hinder the optical accessibility and
impose strong limitations to the applicability of these techniques.

In some conditions such as highly concentrated suspensions or non trans-
parent fluids, optical measurements techniques cannot be applied at all, thus
techniques that do not rely on optical signals have also been developed. Most
of them come from medical applications: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Positron Emission Tomography (PET),
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), X-ray radiography are good exam-
ples. Their main advantage of these techniques is that they can be applied
to a very broad range of concentrations and they are non intrusive. For these
reasons they have been extensively used for concentration measurements of
complex flows e.g. by Turney et al. (1995), Etuke & Bonnecaze (1998), Young
et al. (2006). The work of Seymour et al. (1993) shows the capability of MRI
and NMR to measure velocity profiles as well. A less expensive but less accu-
rate alternative is the Ultrasonic Pulsed Doppler Velocimetry, which uses the

5



6 2. IMAGE-BASED MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

doppler shift of an ultrasound wave to detect the position and the speed of
a particle. Powell (2008) provides an excellent review over all the techniques
mentioned above.

The drawback of these techniques is that they require highly specialized
users, involve expensive equipments and often impose limitations on the geom-
etry of the experimental apparatus. Nowadays digital imaging and increasing
computational power have allowed to extend image-based experimental tech-
niques like Particle Image Velocimetry also to multiphase flow. Part of the effort
of this thesis has been put in developing strategies to deal with the challenges
arising in these type of measurements. In this section we present an overview
on the basic principles of PIV and on the strategies to extend PIV and digital
imaging to multiphase flows, with particular focus on particle suspension flows.

2.1. Particle Image Velocimetry

The first velocity measurements based on the analysis of recorded images
started in the late 70s (see Barker & Fourney 1977; Dudderar & Simpkins
1977; Grousson & Mallick 1977). This was the beginning of what we now call
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Following Adrian (2004), PIV can be defined
as a “quantitative measurement of fluid velocity at a large number of points”.
From an operative point of view, it can be described through five steps:

(i) Select appropriate flow tracers.
(ii) Illuminate the particles in the region of interest and capture images of

the scattered light.
(iii) Process the images and measure the displacement of the particles be-

tween one frame and another.
(iv) Compute the displacement of the tracer particles between one illumina-

tion to another.
(v) Calculate the velocity field from the measured displacement

Many books and articles have been written on practical and theoretical aspects
of PIV (see for example: Raffel et al. 1998; Westerweel 1997; Adrian 2004, etc.),
thus only a few fundamental aspects of each step will be discussed here.

2.1.1. Tracers

The choice of a correct tracer particles to achieve accurate flow tracing is non
trivial. In fact, due to small but finite inertia, there is a discrepancy between
fluid and particle motion. This discrepancy introduces an error in velocity
measurement and it has to be kept small. For very small spherical particles
used in PIV, the particle response time τp obtained from Stokes’ drag law can
be used as an indicator of how well a given particle is able to follow the fluid
motion:

τp = (ρp − ρf )
d2

p

18µ
(2.1)
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where dp is the particle diameter, ρp is the particle and ρf is the fluid density
and µ is fluid viscosity. The fidelity of the flow tracers in turbulent flows is
quantified by the ratio of τp with the Kolmogorov time scales. This ratio St is
the so called Stokes number, and for a practical point of view it can be stated
that for St < 0.1 discrepancies between particle and flow trajectories is below
1% (see Samimy & Lele 1991).

Light scattering capabilities instead impose opposite requirements on par-
ticle diameter, since the intensity of the scattered light by a particle is pro-
portional to the particle size.1 This can impose practical limits in gas flows
since density ratios ρp/ρf are of the order of O(103), which requires the use of
particle with micron-size particle diameters. In liquid flows instead it is easier
to find materials that approach the neutral buoyant condition (examples are
hollow glass spheres or polyamide particles) thus even particles with relatively
large diameter (5µm< dp < 50µm) can satisfy the condition St < 0.1.

2.1.2. Light sources and recording techniques

A light source for PIV applications must provide the illumination of a plane
in the flow with constant high-energy pulses at any time delay. This is usually
provided by mechanically shuttered Continuous Wave (CW) lasers or double
oscillators Nd:YAG (typically low pulse frequency) and Nd:YLF (high pulse
frequency) lasers. Due to the limited speed of mechanical shutters, CW lasers
are only used for low speed applications, whereas for high-speed applications
pulsed lasers must be used. The monochromatic nature of laser light has also
the advantage that it makes it easy to collimate it into a set of spherical and
cylindrical lenses to create a thin light sheet that defines the measurement area.

The most widely used recording devices for PIV applications are digital
CCD or C-MOS cameras, which allow the storage of a pair of images on separate
frames for each illumination with interframe times less than 1 µs. Typical
sensor size range from 1 to 4 Megapixels. Standard PIV cameras allows to
record 10-15 image pairs per second. However, state of the art C-MOS sensors
allows for the recording of up to a few thousands frames per second with an
acceptable noise levels.

For this purpose, high speed Nd:YLF lasers that can operate at repetition
rates of the order of 1 kHz have been developed. This allows PIV to provide
both spatially and temporally resolved data.

1In the Mie scattering regime (when dp is larger than the wavelength of the light λ) the scat-
tering capability is proportional to d2

p, whereas for dp < λ the scattered light is proportional

to d4
p.
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2.1.3. Displacement evaluation and sources of errors

Once images of the tracer particles have been acquired, one has to find an
appropriate way to measure the particle displacement. The choice of the dis-
placement evaluation method largely depend on the seeding density. For low
seeding density particles can be individually tracked (Virant & Dracos 1996).
This approach, known as Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) is useful to do
lagrangian tracking of sparse particles in a two-phase flows, and the topic will
be discussed in some details on the later sections. However, since the aver-
age inter-particle distance determines the upper limit for spatial resolution, for
fluid phase measurements it is desirable to have a high seeding density, and
displacement evaluation must be based on a statistical approach.

Thus in PIV, each image is divided in sub-windows (referred to as inter-
rogation areas) and cross-correlation is performed between the corresponding
interrogation areas of two subsequent frame. The peak of the cross-correlation
is used to determine the average displacements of the particle from one frame
to another. Discretization and finite-size of the sub-windows introduce bias
errors in the evaluation of peak location. Appropriate sub-pixel interpolation
schemes and weight functions can considerably reduce the bias errors and allow
to achieve a dynamic range (i.e the ratio between the largest and the smallest
measurable value) in the displacement evaluation of the order of 200–300.

Another source of errors are velocity gradients and in- and out-of-plane
particle image pair losses (i.e. particles that move outside the interrogation
area between one frame and the next), which can reduce the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) of the correlation peak, defined as the peak value minus the
average of the correlation plane divided by the standard deviation. Errors
due to gradients and image pair loss is low if the value of the SNR is small. On
the other end, too small ∆t between the frames will reduce the dynamic range
of the measurements, since the maximum particle displacement becomes close
to the smallest measurable value. A good practical rule is to chose ∆t so that
the particle displacement is smaller than a third of the size of the interrogation
area.

Modern PIV algorithms are based on iterative displacement evaluations
with continuous window reduction and deformation, which can greatly reduce
errors due to in-plane velocity gradients and image pair losses, maintaining
at the same time a good spatial resolution (i.e. small interrogation areas).
However, it is extremely important to choose an appropriate time interval ∆t
between two frames, since velocity is obtained from a first order finite difference
of the displacement measurements.

PIV can thus be seen as a first order linear filter in space and time. In
this prospect, a good theoretical description of PIV based on linear system
theory is given by Westerweel (1997). Also, practical evaluation of different
PIV algorithms is given in Stanislas et al. (2008).
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Quantity Minimum resolution / image size
TKE IW ≤ 20η
Dissipation rate ǫ IW ≈ 2η
Integral length scale Λ L ≤ 5Λ

Table 1. Summary of spatial resolution and image area size
requirements for some turbulent quantities. From Lavoie et al.
(2007); Saarenrinne et al. (2001) and O’Neil et al. (2004).

2.2. Spatial resolution issues and correction methods

Since PIV acts as a linear filter of the velocity field, and the filter size is
determined by the size of the interrogation area, vector spacing and laser-sheet
thickness, these parameters impose a limit on the smallest resolved scales (more
strict than the inter-particle distance).

Spatial resolution strongly effects the measurements of turbulent quanti-
ties like TKE, energy spectra and dissipation rate (Saarenrinne et al. 2001;
Saarenrinne & Piirto 2000). On the other end, given a particular camera res-
olution, a compromise has to be found between an interrogation window size
small enough to capture the small scales with a low signal to noise ratio and
an image size large enough to capture the large scales.

Correction methods to compensate for limited spatial resolution have been
proposed, among others, by Lavoie et al. (2007) and Tanaka & Eaton (2007).
Nevertheless spatial resolution has to be selected carefully, depending on the
quantities that have to be evaluated. Guidelines on the minimum resolution
required for some common quantity is reported in table 1.

In addition, given the time needed to store and process the PIV data,
statistical tools have to be used to optimize the number of images needed to
achieve convergence of the flow parameters of interest. This is especially im-
portant in PIV since spatial measurements at a distance shorter than the large
coherent structures are not independent, resulting in correlated precision error
Carr et al. (2009). Thus, if statistical convergence is not properly evaluated
with statistical tools like confidence intervals, correlated precision error can be
lead to erroneous conclusions.

2.2.1. Stereoscopic and Volumetric PIV

The description of the velocity field evaluation given above is given assuming a
single camera on a plane. This is sufficient to determine the in-plane velocity
components on the plane defined by the laser-sheet. However, by employing
two cameras to record simultaneous but distinct off-axis views of the same area
out-of-plane motion of the particles can be retrieved. Although this approach
requires additional complication due to the extra camera and the off-axis view,
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Stereo-PIV has become a well established technique. A review on this method
is given by Prasad (2000).

In order to fully characterize the flow field, gradients of the three velocity
components are sometimes needed. Stereo-PIV only provides gradients of the
two components on the plane of the laser sheet, thus to determine the full
gradient measurements on a 3D volume are required. Several approaches have
been recently developed and the one that is most widely established is the
tomographic particle image velocimetry. The technique makes use of several
simultaneous views of the illuminated particles and their 3D reconstruction by
means of optical tomography (see Elsinga et al. 2006). This technique offers
very interesting prospectives and it has been used for several flow cases, but it
involves the use of several expensive cameras and large setup and displacement
evaluation times. In this thesis only 2-D and Stereo-PIV is used, and we do
not report any further details on 3D Volumetric measurement techniques.

2.3. Multiphase-flow measurements

Examples of multiphase flows are: suspensions of gas bubbles in a liquid, emul-
sions, solids fluidized by a gas, solids suspended in a fluid, etc. For such flows,
the quantities of interest are the concentrations and the velocities of the dif-
ferent phases, and these measurements are in general much more complicated
to perform than in the case of single-phase flow. In this work, the attention is
particularly focused on particle suspensions, so techniques that can be used to
investigate such multiphase flows will be analyzed.

2.3.1. Refractive index matching techniques

The fact that dispersed particles are in general non transparent, or have dif-
ferent optical properties than the carrier fluid, impose strong limits on optical
techniques. They can practically be applied only for very dilute suspensions.
Increasing concentrations require that the distance between the measurement
area and the sensor is shortened. This can be achieved with submergible equip-
ment (see for example Honkanen et al. 2010). Such devices can be convenient
for in situ investigations of industrial flows, but it is an invasive technique and
it is not always suitable for more fundamental studies.

In laboratory experiments it is sometimes possible to gain optical access
by using transparent model particles and matching the refractive index2 of
particles and fluid and obtain a transparent suspension.

Refractive index matching (RIM) procedures are relatively simple to apply
when only a few solid-liquid interfaces have to be crossed, but they become in-
creasingly demanding when the number of interfaces increases. This is because

2The refractive index is the ratio between the speed of light in vacuum and the speed of
light in the considered medium. As a result of this speed difference, a light beam crossing an
interface between two media with different refractive indexes will be bent.
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IoR Melting temp (◦C)
Fluorinated ethylene-propylene (FEP) 1.34 340
Tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) 1.34 -
Tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 1.38 327
Polysiloxane (silicon rubber) 1.40 300
Polyformaldehyde (POM) 1.41 175-180
Polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) 1.435 216
Polyvinylacetate (PVA) 1.466 230
Silica gel 1.46 1650
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 1.49 130-140

Table 2. Possible RIM particles with IoR<1.5. From
Wiederseiner et al. (2011).

impurities or imperfection of particle surfaces introduce slight mismatches in
the refractive index and the cumulative effect can affect the measurement or
even make them impossible over a certain distance. Therefore, selecting ap-
propriate particles is perhaps the most important step when applying RIM
techniques.

Constrains on particle choice is not only due to optical properties, but
also by mechanical and physical properties such as strength, elasticity and
density, which have to be compatible with the type of the experiment that
has to be performed. Particles have also to be chosen taking into account
the type of fluid that can match their Index of Refraction (IoR). Some of
the most common plastics such as Nylon, PVC (polyvinylchloride) and PET
(polyethyleneterephthalate) and most types of glass can hardly be used because
they exhibit a too high refractive index (IoR>1.5), and liquid with IoR in this
range are rare and often toxic.

Many other plastics instead have IoR within the range 1.34–1.47, thus they
can be matched by water, water-glycerine solutions, mineral oils or other easily
available combination fluids with a wide range of viscosities. Obviously, RIM
materials have to be transparent. Plastics are transparent if they are free of
impurities, in the amorphous state or with a crystalline structure smaller than
the wavelength of light. Among synthetic rubbers, only silicone rubber (IoR =
1.42) is transparent.

A wide selection of particle suitable for RIM is reported in a recent review
by Wiederseiner et al. (2011). Some of the plastics with refractive indices lower
than 1.49 in the amorphous state are listed in table 2.

To make crystalline polymers transparent it is necessary to heat them above
the melting temperature, at which there is a transition to the amorphous state,
followed by rapid cooling to room temperature. Thus a suitable manufacturing
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Figure 2.1. Example of RIM procedure. A monochromatic
light beam propagates undisturbed through perfectly matched
particles. Image courtesy of Mathieu Gibert.

methods for particles made of such materials is injection molding. However,
this can sometimes be complicated and time consuming, and it would be prefer-
able to use commercially available spheres or rods. Among the plastics that
are manufactured industrially in the transparent (amorphous) form we can
find: polymethylmethacrylate, polytetrafluoroethylene, fluorinated ethylene-
propylene and tetrafluoroethylene.

Thin rods obtained by cutting fishing line made of Fluorinated ethylene-
propylene (IoR= 1.42) have been used in the experiments reported in Paper 1
and Paper 2 in this thesis.

Although plastics and rubber have excellent mechanical properties they
often have density higher than water, and finding a fluid mixture that provides
neutrally buoyancy can be complicated, especially when the required volumes
are large. In the experiments described in Paper 3 we used Hydrogel parti-
cles made by injection molding. The advantage of using Hydrogel particles is
that they contain more than 99% of water thus IoR and density can be easily
matched by a water-salt solution or sometimes even by pure water.

Once RIM has been obtained the suspension is becomes transparent and
it is not possible to use the particles as tracers directly. It is therefore need to
mark the particles and several approaches are possible.

One way is to apply external markers to the particle surface. This is
a simple approach but it obviously affect the quality of the RIM and often
the limitation is that only a fraction of the particles can be tagged. A similar
approach consists in embedding tracers in the particles. This method is subject
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to the same limitations as the ones described above but it is more suitable for
particles larger than the light-sheet thickness, because it makes it possible to
’see’ inside a given particle.

A third way to visualize a RIM particle is to tag it with a fluorescent dye
and use an appropriate filter to accept only the fluorescent light emitted by the
particles. An advantage of this procedure is that the intensity of the emitted
light does not depend on particle orientation, which makes tracking algorithms
more accurate. Limitations can arise from possible chemical incompatibilities
of the dye with the RIM mixture. Also, fluorescent dye has to be chosen as
close as possible to the laser line because due to dispersion the IoR can only
be matched at a single wavelength.

2.3.2. Particle Tracking

Once optical access is provided by RIM or other techniques, optical measure-
ments can be performed. Sometimes only tracking of the disperse phase is
needed, and this is somehow the easiest case, since a large variety of particle
tracking algorithms are available.

Disperse phase measurements have been performed for spherical and non
spherical particles in a wide variety of flow types.

Combined RIM and particle tracking has been applied to study diffusion
(Breedveld et al. 2001) and thermal convection (Chen et al. 2005; Wang et al.
2008) of spheres in shear flows.

Lagrangian particle tracking is an extremely useful technique for the study
of turbulent flows (see for example Xu et al. (2007) and Xu et al. (2006)).
Due to the high time resolution requirements for turbulent flows, high speed
cameras are often needed in these type of studies.

RIM techniques are widely used to study sedimentation of dilute and semi-
dilute spheres, in particular to extract mean and fluctuating particle velocities
during sedimentation (see Nicolai et al. 1995; Brenner 1999). In these studies
PIV-like algorithms were used instead of tracking of individual particles.

Particle tracking can also be applied to suspension of non spherical parti-
cles, as it was done by Herzhaft & Guazzelli (1999); Guazzelli (2001); Metzger
et al. (2005) and Metzger et al. (2007a).

2.3.3. Particle orientation and rotation measurements

Measuring non-spherical particles is somewhat more challenging than tracking
spherical particles, since particle orientation has to be taken into account. From
a mathematical point of view, many orientation measurements algorithms are
based on the Hough transform and steerable filters described in paragraph 3.1
Hough transform was used by Metzger et al. (2007a) to measure orientation
distributions of fibers in sedimentation and by Krochak et al. (2010, 2008) for
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fibers in shear flows. For a similar flow case, Carlsson et al. (2007) used instead
Steerable filters.

Rotation measurements are not as commonly reported in experiments as
orientation measurements. This is because three-dimensional rotation is hardly
directly measurable from an image and it usually involves a differentiation of
orientation measurements. However, to get reliable results the time resolu-
tion of the orientation measurements has to be extremely high, which implies
that high-speed cameras have to be used. Recently, rotation measurements of
spherical particles in turbulence were presented by Gibert & Klein (2010).

An alternative method to determine three dimensional rotational veloc-
ity of arbitrarily shaped particles with relatively less expensive equipment is
presented in this thesis in Paper 3. This technique makes use of Stereo-PIV
velocity measurements on RIM particles, and it has been applied to study
particles in homogeneous turbulence.

2.3.4. Simultaneous two-phase measurements

Simultaneous measurements of the fluid and the dispersed phase are extremely
important to understand interphase coupling mechanisms, but they are less
common and more complicated than measurements of one phase at a time. This
is because different time and length scales or optical properties between the two
phases impose conflicting requirements in terms of setup of the measurement
system.

However, the versatility of imaging techniques, especially after the advent
of digital imaging, allows in some cases simultaneous two-phase measurements.
For example, simultaneous particle tracking for the dispersed phase and 2D-
PIV for the fluid phase was performed by Poelma & Westerweel (2007) and
Tanaka & Eaton (2010) to study particle-turbulence interactions in homoge-
nous isotropic turbulence.

Obviously, discriminating between flow tracers and disperse phase is a cru-
cial step for this type of measurements and it can be done during the acqui-
sition phase, using fluorescent dyes and optical bandpass filters. However, as
already mentioned, digital image processing is a fundamental part of multi-
phase measurements, because it allows to process the images a posteriori and
in an automated manner. A brief summary of the most commonly used image
processing techniques will be given in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 3

Whole-field data processing

The advantages of imaging techniques, and in particular of PIV over single
point measurements like Hot-Wire Anemometry (HWA) and Laser Doppler
Velocimetry (LDV) is that the former provides simultaneous velocity measure-
ments over numerous points in space. This allows to measure quantities like
wavenumber spectra without using Taylor hypothesis (which can sometimes

be misleading, see Álamo & Jiménez (2009); Moin (2009)) or Turbulent Ki-
netic Energy (TKE) dissipation rate directly from its definition. Furthermore,
whole-field measurements allows to identify more accurately the dynamics of
the coherent structures without the knowledge of the underlying mathematical
model. However, when more than one phase is present, a special treatment
of the data is needed, first to discriminate between one phase and another,
and then to deal with the discontinuities introduced at the interfaces. In this
section we describe at first image processing techniques that can be used to sep-
arate the different phases, then we discuss a method to compute undistorted
wavenumber spectra form whole-field velocity measurements with large ”gaps”.
Finally, we introduce two modal decompositions that can be applied PIV data.

3.1. Image processing

A digital image is a two-dimensional array, I(x, y), where I represents the light
intensity level. In general, digital cameras store the elements of I as integer
numbers. The number of intervals depends on the resolution of the analog to
digital (AD) converter of the device used to acquire the image. If n is the
number of bits of the converter, the number of intervals (often referred to as
bit depth) is 2n. In digital imaging, also the continuous space defined by the
coordinates (x, y) is discretized, and divided into N rows and M columns. The
intersection between a row and a column corresponds to a pixel.

Thus Image processing can be defined as a set of mathematical operations
that transform the input image I(x, y) into an output image Io(x, y).

This makes it possible to use powerful mathematical tools developed in sig-
nal theory such as convolution kernels, wavelets, Fourier transform and statistic
analysis to process and/or analyze a given image.

In multiphase flows one of the task is to sort particles by size or shape
(small spherical fluid tracers from large dispersed particles or elongated fibers).

15
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Feature detection is a well studied problem in image processing, and several
possible approaches can be applied. One of them is the Hough transform,
which consists in transforming the image into a parameter space describing the
feature one wants to detect (see Duda & Hart 1972). Another way to detect
objects with a known shape consists of the convolution with a template image
that reproduces the shape of the objects one wants to detect. This approach
is similar to a wavelet analysis.

Both approaches are suitable and have been widely applied to the study
of multiphase flows. Examples are Honkanen & Marjanen (2007) who used
the Hough transform to identify bubbles of irregular shape, Metzger et al.
(2007b) who applied the transformation to classify position and orientation of
fibers during sedimentation. Convolution techniques can easily become com-
putationally expensive when applied to elongated particles, since in order to
accurately determine particle orientation one has to perform a large number
of convolutions. A particularly efficient template matching technique that al-
lows to determine position and orientation of elongated objects performing only
three convolutions was used by Carlsson et al. (2007). Here the authors used a
template function from the class of steerable filters (see Jacob & Unser (2004)).

When the quality of the raw images allows it and there is a clear intensity
separation between different objects, it is convenient to use a simpler approach
that consists in accepting or rejecting a given point based on whether its inten-
sity level is above or below a given threshold. Here the key is to find an objective
criteria to define an appropriate value of the threshold, which can also vary in
different area of the image to account for gradients or other inhomogeneities.

In some applications one wants to track interphase location of irregularly
shaped or deforming objects (as for the case of droplets and bubbles). This can
be achieved by detecting the regions of maximum intensity gradients. This is an
edge detection problem that is typically solved with the convolution of the raw
image with differential operators. Differential operators can be very sensitive to
noise, however several algorithms have been developed to reduce false detections
due to noise and maximize the output of consistent edges (Canny 1986).

However, even if there are many tools already available for image process-
ing, they have to be adapted and combined depending on the particular type
of images and problems one has to deal with and often, ad hoc algorithms have
to be developed.

3.1.1. Examples

In the following section three examples of image processing techniques applied
to the experiments presented in this thesis are shown. The first example is
shown in figure 3.1. In this image we have small bright spots with circular shape
and more elongated, diffused structures on a dark background. The bright spots
are the tracer particles, added to the suspension in order to visualize the motion
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of the fluid phase. The elongated structures are the fibers that are still partly
visible due to a partially RIM-match.

The most straightforward way to extract small tracers from larger struc-
tures would be to apply a high pass filter, but in this case the bits of the fibers
that are visible have irregular shape and size, which introduce an unacceptable
noise level in the detection process. Therefore a multistep algorithm has been
developed to accept only particles that fulfill given requirements of size and
shapes of the detected features. The algorithm consists of the following steps:

(i) Thresholding and Gamma adjustments. The original image (fig. 3.1a)
is divided in 64x64 sub-windows with 50% overlap and the local mean
is subtracted from each sub-window. This compensates for an uneven
background illumination. Successively, an exponential operator is ap-
plied to maximize the contrast in each sub-window (fig. 3.1b).

(ii) Object identification. The sub-window is high-pass filtered and the
area and perimeter of each particle are obtained after the filtering. Con-
sequently, the circularity of each object can be calculated as c = dA/dp,
where dA and dp are the diameter calculated from the measure of the
area and perimeter respectively (fig. 3.1c).

(iii) Validation. The coordinates of particles with size and circularity in
the desired range are recorded and the section of the original image
corresponding to these particles pasted into a new image with a dark
background. (fig. 3.1d and f).

In the second example shown in figure 3.2 the problem is to extract the
in-focus portion of a large RIM particle with embedded tracers from the out-
of-focus part and the background. An example of raw image is shown in figure
3.2(b). Since the particle has a brighter background intensity I than the back-
ground, as shown by the histogram in fig. 3.2(a), it is natural to adopt a simple
thresholding to extract the large particle contour. However, the problem is
further complicated by the presence of the out-of-focus portion of the image,
whose intensity range goes from the high intensity value of the large particle to
the low value of the dark background. The cut-off here is then chosen by fitting
a gaussian curve to the high-intensity peak of the large particle and cut it at a
value which corresponds to the peak minus two times the standard deviation
of the fitting gaussian curve. As shown in figure 3.2(e), this method provides
an objective criteria to set a threshold that only extracts the portion of the
particle that is in focus.

The third example, shown in figure 3.3, is an interphase tracking method
that has been developed to determine the position of a moving air-liquid in-
terphase recorded at 140000 fps. This method is based on a Canny-like edge
detector, with several steps aimed at reducing noise to to the recording device,
reflections and light gradients. The algorithm consists of the following steps:
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a) Original image

b) Sub-window after BG subtraction c) Particle detection and selsction d) Filtered sub-window

e) Whole image particle selection f) Filtered image

Figure 3.1. Detection of small tracer particles in a dense par-
tially refractive-index-matched fiber network. (a): Original
image. (b-d): Image detection algorithm for a sub-window.
(e): Original image after particle selection: portion of the
fibers are marked in yellow (rejected), seeding particles are
highlighted in red (accepted). (f): Filtered image.

(i) Initial droplet contours. Edges of the droplet are extracted from
the image at t=0 (fig. 3.3a) using a Canny edge detector. A circle of
diameter D and center x0 and y0 is fitted to the points of the interface
(see with dashed line in fig. 3.3a). A similar procedure is used to obtain
the interface location as a symmetry point between the real and the
mirror droplet image (shown as y = 0 in figures 3.3b).

(ii) Background subtraction. The background (i.e. the part outside the
droplet contours) is subtracted from the contact line to maximize the
contrast between background and interface and decrease the noise (the
intensity profiles at the contact line are shown in figures 3.3c).

(iii) New interface detection. After background subtraction the new in-
terface location at time ti+1 = ti + ∆t can be easily determined as the
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Figure 3.2. Adaptive thresholding. (a): Intensity histogram
of after median filtering. The first red dot-dashed line is the
threshold between the background intensity and the large par-
ticle, the second red line (to the right) is the threshold between
the in and out of plane portion of the particle. (b)-(e) show
the image after the four stages of the image processing.

point at which the intensity is the average between the background level
and the highest intensity level (shown by empty circles in figures 3.3b
and 3.3c).

3.2. Two-point statistics with large portion of missing data

In multiphase flow, there are often large gaps of missing data due to the pres-
ence of the disperse phase. This can represent a problem when estimating
wavenumber spectra using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) as in equation

E11(κ) =
1

Nt

Nt
∑

i=1

(
1

L
X∗

i (κ)Xi(κ)), (3.1)

where Nt is the number of velocity fields used for the estimate, and Xi(κ)
is the Fourier Transform of the velocity component u′(x, ti) at time ti. Al-
though estimating the spectra from eq.(3.1) is computationally more efficient,
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Figure 3.3. Interphase tracking based on edge detection. (a)
Full frame droplet image at t=0. The white dashed line is the
fitted circle used to compute droplet edges and initial diameter.
(b) evolution of droplet contact line at t=40, 140, 430 µs. The
white circles show the interface location as detected from the
intensity profiles at the contact line shown in (c). (d): Time
evolution of the interface displacement from x =0. The open
circles and dots are measurements of the left and right side,
respectively.

it requires any missing point in u′(x, ti) to be interpolated. Interpolation of
missing vectors can cause significant distortion if the number of interpolated
vectors is larger than 10% of the total (see Poelma et al. 2006).
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This is usually not a problem for single phase measurements, where typi-
cally the number of missing vectors is lower than 5%, however the distortion
can become significant when analyzing the particle laden cases, since the num-
ber of missing vectors can be easily on the order of 10% (depending on particle
concentration and RIM procedure) due to the large gaps in the velocity fields
left by the particles.

To avoid interpolation, spectra can be computed from the two-point cor-
relation function f(r), where r is the separation in space, using the Wiener-
Kinchin theorem:

E11(κ) =
2

π
u2

rms

∫ ∞

0

f(r) cos(κr)dr. (3.2)

Computing the two point correlation does not require any interpolation of the
velocity fields, since missing vectors can simply be ignored (a large number of
missing vectors will just imply that more snapshots are needed for statistics to
converge).

Particular care is needed when computing spectra from a window of finite-
size such as in PIV measurements (where r ∈ [0, L], where L is limited by
the consideration made in section 2.2). This is because spectral distortion can
occur due to side-lobe leakage (Bendat & Piersol 2010). In order to suppress
that, before computing the spectrum according to eq. (3.2), the correlation
function is premultiplied by a linear function ut(δx) such that ut(0) = 1 and
ut(L) = 0. Thus E11 is computed as:

E11(κ) =
2

π
u2

rms

∫ L

0

ut(δx)f c(r) cos(κr)dr, (3.3)

where f c(r) is the circular correlation function. From a mathematical point
of view, equation (3.3) is equivalent to computing the spectrum from equation
(3.1), thus random error and confidence intervals can be estimated with the
same criteria.

3.3. Modal analysis

Time-resolved PIV can provide simultaneously spatially and temporally re-
solved flow data. In order to fully exploit the potential of these techniques, it
is becoming increasingly important to develop tools that have a ”global” view,
which can give an insight not only on the topology of the coherent structures
but also on the dynamics.

This is of great importance for understanding complex natural or industrial
flows, such as, for example, atmospheric and environmental flows, combustion
chambers, etcḃut also, from an engineering point of view, to help building re-
duced order models that can be used in the design and optimization of complex
flow systems and control applications (Ilak & Rowley 2008; Bagheri et al. 2009).
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Figure 3.4. Instantaneous velocity field of a turbulent jet
from the PIV measurements; The color-bar indicates the val-
ues of the streamwise velocity component.

One possible approach to simultaneously make use of the temporal and
spatial resolution is to use snapshots of the flow field obtained by time-resolved
PIV (see figure 3.4) to build a matrix that contains information about the
dynamics of the system.

3.3.1. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

Among the snapshot-based methods, one of the most commonly used is the
proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) (see, e.g., Holmes et al. 1996; Sirovich
1987).

Given a set of flow-field snapshots {u1,u2, . . . ,um}, taken from a time
interval [0, Tf ], proper orthogonal decomposition determines the most energetic
structures of the flow by diagonalizing the correlation matrix

R =

∫ Tf

0

uuTdt. (3.4)

The eigenfunctions are orthogonal and real-valued and the eigenvalues are real
and positive; thus, it is possible to rank them in descending order. The en-
ergy related to each function is contained in the corresponding eigenvalue. A
projection onto the subspace spanned by m POD modes provides an optimal
finite-dimensional representation of the initial data-set of dimension m (Holmes
et al. 1996).

The temporal information can be recovered projecting back the entire se-
quence of snapshots on the obtained basis or using the bi-orthogonal decompo-
sition (BOD), where a second set of temporal modes is computed by diagonal-
izing the spatial-average cross-correlation (see Aubry 1991). In literature, the
spatial modes are usually referred to as topo-modes, while the temporal modes
are referred to as chrono-modes.

In conclusion POD allows to identify spatial coherent structures and rank
them in descendent order according to their energy contents.
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3.3.2. Dynamic mode decomposition

The dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is an algorithm proposed by Schmid
(2010). This algorithm belongs to the category of Arnoldi methods for the com-
putation of the eigenvalues and the related eigenvectors of a system: a low-order
model of the system is identified, whose eigenvalues, referred to as Ritz values,
approximate the most important eigenvalues of the true system. In the classical
Arnoldi method the basis is computed via a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
(Arnoldi 1951; Saad 1980), that requires a model of the system. An alternative
is given by a projection basis defined using a collection of samples or snapshots
(Ruhe 1984). Given a snapshot at time tj , the successive snapshot at a later
time tj+1 is given by

uj+1 = Auj . (3.5)

The defined sequence

Xr+1 = [u1 Au1 Au2 . . . Aur] (3.6)

will gradually become ill-conditioned. Indeed, the columns of the sequence
align progressively to the dominant direction of the operator A. On the other
hand, the last snapshot can be written as

ur+1 = c1u1 + c2u2 + . . .+ crur + ũr+1, (3.7)

expanding it on a basis constituted by the previous r snapshots. Here, ũr+1

indicates the residual error. Defining the sequence Xr as

Xr = [u1 Au1 Au2 . . . Aur−1] , (3.8)

the aim is to minimize the residual such that ũr+1⊥Xr. This can be cast into
the form of a least-square problem, such that the elements cj are given as a
solution of it. Introducing the companion matrix

M =















0 0 · · · 0 c1
1 0 · · · 0 c2
0 1 · · · 0 c3
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 1 cr















(3.9)

(3.7) is finally re-written as

AXr = XrM + ũr+1e
T
r . (3.10)

Thus, the companion matrix propagates the entire sequence of snapshots,
whereas the last one is reconstructed using the coefficients cj. The eigenvalues
of M approximate the eigenvalues of the real system; the related eigenvectors
are given by Φ̃ = XrT, where T are the eigenvectors of the companion matrix
M. Hence, this algorithm can be used to extract Ritz values and the related
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vectors from experimental data or sequence of snapshots of nonlinear simu-
lations; moreover, as observed by Rowley et al. (2009), it approximates the
Koopman modes (Mezić & Banaszuk 2004).

From the physical point of view, the computed modes are harmonic com-
ponents of the flow, oscillating at certain frequencies given by the eigenvalues
of the operator. For a periodic case, these modes are Fourier modes; when
a linearized flow is considered, these modes are global modes. For a detailed
introduction to the properties of this decomposition we refer to Mezić & Ba-
naszuk (2004); Mezić (2005); Rowley et al. (2009); Bagheri (2010).



CHAPTER 4

Experiments with Refractive Index Matching

4.1. Filtration of a fiber suspension

The aim of the study presented in this section is to experimentally study the
dynamics of the formation of a fiber network formed from the filtration of a fiber
suspension. This is relevant for all industrial applications (e.g. papermaking,
productions of composite material, etc.) where a suspension of fibers has to flow
through narrow gaps, and the quality of the product depends on the distribution
of mass and orientation of the fibers.

To study the dynamics of network formation, we developed an experimen-
tal setup where the filtration of a fiber suspension through a semi-permeable
screen can be studied. In the setup, both the fluid and the solid phase can be
visualized.

The focus of the present thesis is to study the fluid flow generated during
filtration and the pressure drop across the forming network.

The influence of parameters like fiber length and filtration velocity were
tested.

4.1.1. Experimental setup

The filtration of a fiber suspension is studied in a vertical channel. The channel
is built in acrylic for optical access to the flow, to perform the PIV measure-
ments. The channel has a cross-sectional area S = 80 × 80 mm2 and a length
of 700 mm. The filter medium is a grid installed at half the channel length.
The wires of the gird have diameter of dm = 1 mm and a spacing of sG = 2
mm. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the filtration apparatus and the measurement
devices for pressure and PIV measurements.

The channel is opened on top, to be able to add the fibers to the fluid
and to move them out of the channel after they have been filtered on the grid.
The flow is generated by a motor-driven piston, which moves in an external
fluid reservoir. Depending on its moving direction, the fluid is pushed into
the vertical channel (filling phase) or sucked out of it (filtration phase). The
actual position of the free surface of the fluid inside of the channel is coupled
to the piston and is monitored by a position sensor. The filtration velocity
only depends on the supply voltage of the piston motor. The velocity of the

25
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 d

Figure 4.1. Experimental Setup

Test section:
Cross-section 80 × 80 mm

Total channel length 700 mm
Length above the screen 350 mm

Screen properties:
Wire diameter ds 1 mm

Mesh width 2 mm

Table 1. Summary of test section and screen sizes.

piston, and therefore of the free surface in the test section, is controlled by a
closed loop control system. The highest flow velocity in this configuration is
approximately 85 mm/s. The dimensions of the test section and the screen are
summarized in table 1.

4.1.2. Fibers and fluid

The material used to produce the fibers is Polychlorotrifluoroethylene commer-
cially available with the name Fluorocarbon. This material was chosen for its
transparency and flexibility, as well as for the large availability on the market:
Fluorocarbon is available as a single filament winded in spools (typically used
as a fishing line). In order to obtain fibers with the desired length from it,
a controlled and repeatable cutting procedure is required. The procedure we
followed to obtain our fibers is the following (see also figure 4.3):

(i) The Fluorocarbon filament is winded around a rod of 6 mm of diame-
ter. The rod has two slits located diametrically opposite to each other.
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Figure 4.2. Microscope image of fiber ends. The graduated
paper in the background gives an idea on the sizes. The dis-
tance between parallel lines is 1 mm.

During the winding a tension to the filament is applied so that there is
no gap between the spires.

(ii) After the winding, the filament is fixed at both ends of the rods in order
to maintain the tension.

(iii) The rod is clamped along its entire length in a specially made device
and cut with a scalpel along one (or both) slits so that one (or two)
fiber(s) is obtained for each spire around the rod.

(iv) The rod is released from the clamp and the fibers are collected in a
batch located underneath.

Depending on the number of cuts (one or two) fibers of length equal to or half
the circumference of the rod can be obtained. The rod used in the present work
gives l = 9.4 or 18.8 mm.

In order to determine the quality of the cut we inspected random samples
of fibers with a microscope to investigate the shapes of the fiber ends. A typical
image is shown in figure 4.2. From this visual inspection we concluded that the
cutting produced very sharp ends and therefore the fibers have a cylindrical
shape. The diameter of the fibers is d = 0.26 mm, and the density is ρp = 1.8
g/cm3.
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(a) Lathe used for the winding. (b) Close up of the spires.

(c) Clamping device. (d) Fibers after the cutting.

Figure 4.3. Cutting procedure.

Another reason which led to the choice of Fluorocarbon is its relatively
low index of refraction (IoR), nominally equal to 1.43. This is an important
property because in order to perform the measurements, we need to make the
suspension optically transparent, and therefore to match the IoR of fibers and
suspending fluids. The IoR of 1.43 can be matched by a solution of 65% of
glycerine in water, whose viscosity is µ = 15 cSt. This allowed us to perform
experiments at Reynolds numbers similar to those occurring during initial de-
watering in the real papermaking process.

Geometrical and physical properties of fibers and fluid are summarized in
table 2.

For PIV measurements, the flow is seeded with Polyamid Seeding Parti-
cles (PSP) of 20 µm of diameter, from DANTEC, and the image processing
procedure to separate seeding particles from the fibers is described in section
3.1.

4.1.3. Measurements

In this setup, measurements of the fluid phase during filtration has been per-
formed using different PIV setups. The different experimental configurations
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Fluid properties (65% Glycerine-water):
density ρf 1.17 g/cm3

viscosity µf 1.51 × 10−2 Pas
IoR 1.42

Fibre properties:
density ρp 1.8 g/cm3

diameter dp 0.26 mm
length l 9.4, 18.8 mm

IoR 1.41-1.43

Table 2. Fluid and fiber properties.

are described in Paper 1 and Paper 2 in the second part of this thesis. In Paper
2, PIV has been combined with pressure drop measurements.

4.2. Particles in isotropic turbulence

Non-spherical particles are of immense practical concern in numerous scientific
and engineering areas. The dynamics of elongated particles and ellipsoids are
of particular interest for the pulp and paper industry (e.g. Lundell et al.
(2010)). Furthermore, pollutant and particle dispersion in the atmosphere
(e.g. Volcano ashes) and in the ocean (e.g. plankton and marine snow). The
dynamical behavior of non-spherical particles is far more complicated than
that of spherical ones due to the coupling between translational and rotational
dynamics.

In this work an experimental technique with which we can simultaneously
measure rotational rates of arbitrarily shaped particles and fluid velocity has
been developed. This technique is applied to study the interaction of Taylor-
scale spherical and non-spherical particles in a novel device which generates
stationary Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence (HIT).

4.2.1. Turbulence tank

Experiments are performed in a rectangular tank of dimensions 80×80×162
cm3 filled with tap water, filtered to 5 micron and purified by a flow-through
UV filter when experiments are not being run.

Turbulence is generated by two arrays of pumps located at both ends of
the tank. Each pump array has 64 individual pumps (see figure 4.4a) creating
a synthetic jet with velocity Uj=60 cm/s, and they can be turned on and off
independently.
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b) HIT generation principlea) Pump array
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Figure 4.4. Experimental setup. Each of the 16 clusters seen
in the pump array photo (a) has four synthetic jets, and the
jets make an 8×8 cartesian grid. In (b) the principle of tur-
bulent generation is shown: each pump array generates axial
and lateral velocity fluctuations which have a different spatial
decay rate. The distance between the pumps arrays is set so
that the intensity of axial and lateral fluctuations is the same
in the central region of the tank. (c) shows a view of the cam-
era setup and the location of the measurement area defined by
the laser sheet.

The pumps are triggered according to a stochastic algorithm developed
by Variano & Cowen (2008) which maximizes the shear production of turbu-
lence. Thanks to the symmetry of the pump arrays configuration Homogeneous
Isotropic Turbulence (HIT) is generated in a large region at the center of the
tank. The mechanism of HIT generation is shown in figure 4.4b). The size of
this region is estimated to be of about 30×30×30 cm3.
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Spherical (λ =
dp

lp
=1) Ellipsoidal (λ =

dp

lp
=1)

(dp, lp)/η 21, 21 21, 42
(dp, lp)/λ 0.65, 0.65 0.65, 1.3
τp/τη 26 39
τp/T 1.3 1.7

Table 3. Summary of particle time and length scales as com-
pared to Kolmogorov and Taylor length scales (η and λ, re-
spectively), and to Kolmogorov and integral time scales (τη
and T ).

In addition to homogeneity and isotropy provided by the symmetry, the sto-
chastic stirring prevents mean velocity gradients from persisting, which greatly
reduces tank-scale circulation. Such circulation is an unwanted effect of any
turbulence generation method. By reducing the tank-scale circulation, the
measured flow has a mean velocity close to zero.

The Reynolds number achieved here is Rλ ≈ 270 (defined with respect to
the Taylor micro-scale) or equivalently ReΛ ≈ 1300 (defined with respect to
the integral length scale). This Reynolds number is large enough to establish
a clear inertial subrange in the two-point fluid velocity statistics.

4.2.2. Particles

Particles are made of a hydrogel that is 99.5% water (Agarose 5 g/L), and they
are manufactured by injection molding. This particular hydrogel solution has
been chosen because its physical and optical properties are extremely similar
to that of water that is the suspending medium. The index of refraction is
1.337 at 20◦C, and the density ρp = 1020 kg/m3. The hydrogel particles are
nearly transparent, thus to visualize particle motion, 50µm glass spheres are
embedded in the hydrogel solution.

Two shapes are considered here: spheres of diameter ds = 8 mm, and
ellipsoids whose polar and equatorial axes are le = 16 and de = 8 mm, respec-
tively. For comparisons with other studies we report report estimates of the
particle response times obtained based on Stokes flow assumptions. The time
response of the spherical particle is τp(sp) = ρpd

2
s/18µ = 3.64 s, where µ is the

fluid viscosity. The response time of the ellipsoidal particles is computed using
the expression derived by Zhang et al. (2001) for randomly oriented ellipsoidal
particles:

τp(el) = τp(s) λ
log(λ+

√
λ2 − 1)√

λ2 − 1
, (4.1)
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where λ = le/de is the particle aspect ratio. In this case, λ = 2, which gives
τp(el) = 1.5τp(s) = 5.46 s. A summary of particle scales as compared to turbu-
lence parameters is shown in table 3.

4.2.3. Measurement technique and phase discrimination

Measurements are performed using Stereoscopic-PIV. A picture of the camera
and laser setup is shown in figure 4.4c, and a detailed description of the system
and the algorithms used to record and process the images is given in Paper 3.

The acquired images include both particle phase and fluid phase. The two
phases are separated using the image processing algorithm described in section
3.1 and PIV is applied to each image separately so that the velocity of the
fluid and particle phase can be determined simultaneously. An example of an
instantaneous velocity field is shown in figure 4.5.

The velocity vectors obtained for the particle phase are used to determine
particle rotation, as described in the following paragraph.

4.2.4. Rotation measurements

Particles are considered to undergo solid body rotation. To determine their
angular velocity Ω one can use the rigid body kinematic equation with the
velocity measured at any two locations XM and XN in the particle’s interior:

UN = UM + Ω × (XN − XM ). (4.2)

Steroscopic PIV provides the necessary values UM , UN , XM and XN . How-
ever, since all points M and N are located in the same z = 0 plane, equation 2
is over-determined in Ωz and under-determined in Ωx and Ωy. Hence, to solve
the system we need at least 3 non-aligned points. By including a third point
P in the analysis, all three components of Ω are determined. Because all three
points lie in the plane z = 0, four estimates of Ωz are obtained for each triplet
of points considered. The mean of the four estimates is taken as the estimate
of Ωz for a given triplet.

For each particle measured in this experiment, we obtain the velocity of
significantly more than three interior points. This additional data can be used
to build a more solid estimate of Ω than is obtained from three points. The
method used herein is to find a value of Ω using every possible triplet of points
M , N and P where PIV data were available. From this ensemble of estimates
of Ω we take the mode as our final estimate. A global optimization based on
Singular Value Decomposition was also tested, and performed less well when
compared to known rotation values. These results, and the related benchmark
tests, are discussed in Collignon&Variano (in preparation).
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Figure 4.5. Example of an instantaneous flow field for fluid
phase (a) and particles (b).



CHAPTER 5

High-speed imaging experiments

Here measurements involving high-speed imaging are presented. The data col-
lected from these experiments have been used in combination with numerical
simulations to: (i) develop novel hybrid (experimental-numerical) tools for es-
timation and diagnosis of complex flows (here a turbulent co-flowing jet with
confinement, see section 5.1) and (ii) provide for the first time measurements of
quantities (namely contact line dissipation in rapid wetting phenomena, section
5.1) that can be hardly measured by experiments only.

5.1. Confined turbulent jet

The aim of these measurements was to provide a database of spatially and
time resolved measurements of a complex flow characterized by a broad range
of scales at a Reynolds number close to that of realistic applications that could
be used for the development and validation of a non-linear estimator of complex
flows.

The ability to estimate the states of a complex flow from limited experimen-
tal observations is a recurring problem in many practical applications. Flow
estimation can be either a necessary step in the direction of actively control-
ling the flow (e.g. to delay transition to turbulence, to control flow separation
Pinier et al. 2007, etc.), or it can be a source of valuable information as such in
case where detailed measurements are not feasible, like in the case of medical
diagnosis (Hölscher et al. 2006; Funamoto et al. 2008), meteorology (Dimet &
Talagrand 1986), seismology (Akcelik et al. 2003), etc.

The approach to the estimation strategy largely depend on whether or not
real time estimation is aimed at. In any case, it is often desirable that the esti-
mation occurs in a short time, thus any approach based on fully resolved Direct
Numerical Simulations (DNS) are not feasible. Hayase & Hayashi (1997) used
under-resolved DNS as a model of the real flow and used a proportional feed-
back forcing term to minimize the error between the simulations and localized
measurements.

An alternative approach is to base the estimation on reduced order models
(see for example Buffoni et al. 2008). This can be done by projecting the
Navier-Stokes equations on a limited number of modes obtained with a suitable
decomposition.

34
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Figure 5.1. Experimental setup

The present dataset has been used first to investigate a non-linear observer
based on Hayase & Hayashi (1997) approach (referred to, following the author’s
definition, as Measurement-Integrated simulations). Then the same dataset was
used to compute and compare modes obtained by Proper Orthogonal Decom-
position (POD) and Dynamical Modal Decomposition (DMD).

5.1.1. Experimental setup

The flow case is a turbulent co-flowing (planar) jet with confinement. Co-
flowing jets have been widely studied in the literature (Nickels & Perry 1996;

Gokarn et al. 2006; Örlu et al. 2008; Segalini & Talamelli 2011, are some exam-
ples) both because they are widely present in industrial applications (engines,
mixing chambers, papermaking, etc.) and for their importance from the under-
standing of turbulence transport phenomena. This flow also represent a good
test-case for a non linear observer since it offers a high degree of complexity
(due to shear layer instabilities, turbulence and confinement effects) but at the
same time it can be approximated at first with a two-dimensional model, which
allows numerous parametric studies.
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Figure 5.2. Mean velocity and RMS field.

The setup consists in a square channel with a cross section of 50×50 mm2.
The first 300 mm of the main channel are divided into three sections of dimen-
sions 19, 10 and 19 mm by means of two horizontal walls that extend over the
entire width of the channel. The end of the splitter walls correspond to the
beginning of the measurement domain (see figure 5.1).

The flow in the three ducts is supplied by two independent pumps through
two radial distributors, one connected to the inner and one to the two outer
channels. This configuration allows the flow rates of the inner and the outer
sections to be controlled independently, and to realize a planar co-flowing jet
issuing from the end of the inner duct.

Therefore two non-dimensional parameters can be varied in the present
setup: the velocity ratio λr = Uj/Us, where Uj = 1.15 m/s and Us = 0.54 m/s
are the centerline velocities of the inner and the outer jets respectively, and the
Reynolds number Re = Ujd/ν, where d is the inner duct height and ν is the
kinematic viscosity of the fluid. In this work the values for these parameters
are λr = 2.1 and Re = 11500.

The mean velocity field and the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the fluctu-
ations obtained with these parameters is shown in figure 5.2. Two sets of 2D
time-resolved velocity fields have been acquired: one at high spatial resolution
focused on an area of 5×5 cm2 and one with lower spatial resolution but on a
field of view that covers an area of 5×18 cm2. For each set, the frame rate was
set to 1.5 Hz, which is enough to resolve all the relevant scales of the turbulent
flow.

5.1.2. Measurement-Integrated simulations with Kalman filters

As discussed above, the basic principle of the Measurement-Integrated simula-
tions is to introduce a forcing term f in the Navier-Stokes equations to drive
under-resolved simulations towards the measured states at each time step.

The discretized body force fN is defined as a linear function of the differ-
ence between the measured and simulated velocity vector:

fN = −K(uN − u∗
N ), (5.1)
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where uN and u∗
N are the estimated and measured velocity fields, respectively.

K is a 2N × 2N matrix containing the feedback gains.

In Paper 4 the effect of progressively limiting (in space and time) feedback
information on the observer performance when K is purely diagonal is quanti-
fied. Furthermore, in order to address the need of localizing the measurements,
issues related to the design and implementation of extended Kalman filters for
this cased is discussed and preliminary results are presented.

5.1.3. Matrix free modal decomposition

In Paper 5 the snapshots acquired from the PIV measurements have been used
to perform two different modal decompositions: namely Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) and Dynamic Modal Decomposition (DMD).

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition has been widely used in turbulent flows,
whereas the use of Koopman modes, (obtained by DMD), for the study of
complex flows has been recently proposed by Bagheri (2010). POD and DMD
modes are computed with a ’Matrix-free’ method described in section 3.3.1 and
3.3.2, and the results are discussed and compared in Paper 5.

5.2. Dynamic wetting

Despite the apparent simplicity of placing a liquid droplet in contact with a
dry solid substrate, its temporal evolution after contact is hard to characterize.

A number of physical phenomena arising at the solid surface and in the
bulk of the droplet influences its spreading dynamics. To capture the initial
phase of such a spreading event has been strived with difficulty in experiments,
as the contact line speed is here typically the greatest. However, the advent
of high-speed imaging has now made such experiments feasible, revealing the
very dynamic behavior in such spreading phenomena. Nevertheless, questions
still linger about the very early spreading phase in such flows (Bird et al. 2008)
and about the physical mechanism that regulates the spreading there.

In particular the underlying dissipative mechanisms are still unclear, since
the continuum hydrodynamic predicts an unbounded viscous stress at the con-
tact line if no-slip condition is applied for the liquid flow.

de Gennes (1985) predicted that there is a dissipative mechanism, differ-
ent from the viscous dissipation of the bulk of the droplet, is active at the
contact line. Here a set of dynamic wetting experiments with water-glycerin
mixtures with a wide range of viscosities on solid surfaces with different wetting
properties have been conducted.

By combining experiments and numerical simulations of the dynamic wet-
ting, values of a corresponding friction factor are obtained, showing that an
important part of the dissipation may arise from a friction related to the mo-
tion of the contact line itself, confirming de Gennes’ hypothesis.
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Figure 5.3. Experimental setup. A droplet is held from the
tip of a needle and brought into contact with a dry solid sub-
strate.

5.2.1. Experiments

A set of droplet spreading experiments have been performed on Si-wafers coated
with an oxide layer, teflon or silane. The surfaces where prepared with a
standard silaneization process, where the Si-surface was first immersed in a
2% solution of tri-methyl(vinyl)silane in methanol (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour,
rinsed, dried and finally baked at 110◦C on a hotplate. Teflon (Teflon AF 1600,
DuPont, USA) 0.5% in FC-40 was spin coated (3000 rpm) on the Si-wafers,
then baked at 190◦C. The oxidized Si-wafers were prepared in a plasma oven.

The droplets were made of glycerin-water mixtures. Viscosity was mea-
sured with a Viscometer from Brookfield Engineering, and the measurements
were found to be in good agreement with tables of water-glycerine solutions
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available in literature. The surface tension coefficient was measured by a pen-
dant drop technique. The values of viscosity and surface tension for the solu-
tions used in the experiments are given in table 1.

% glycerin 0% 50% 62.5% 72.5% 82.5%
µ± 0.2 [mPas] 1 6.6 14 31 85
σ ± 0.2 [mN/m] 73 66 66 65 64

Table 1. The table shows the measured values of the dynamic
viscosity (µ) and surface tension coefficient (σ) for the different
mixtures of water and glycerin. The upper row is showing the
mass percentage of glycerin in water.

Droplets were generated at the tip of a needle placed perpendicular to the
Si-wafer and connected to a syringe-micro-pump system, which made it possible
to accurately control the volume rate of the droplet formation (see figure 5.3).

The time scale for generating a single droplet was about 20 seconds, while
the observation time for the spreading was typically less than a millisecond
within the field of view. Additional experiments were conducted with higher
and lower volume rates of droplet formation without any observable change in
the experimental results.

The nominal droplet size was controlled by vertically adjusting the dis-
tance of the tip of the needle from the solid surface using a micrometer screw,
although the actual size of the droplet was measured more accurately from the
digital images.

Two initial droplet radii for each of the 20 combinations of liquid/solid
interfaces (5 different fluids and 4 surfaces) were tested, and each of these
experimental conditions where repeated a minimum of 4 times, thus the results
are based on more than 400 experiments.

The droplet evolution was recorded with a high-speed camera (Phantom
V7) at 150000 frames per second and a resolution of 128 × 48 pixels. A high
magnification factor was achieved with a 250 mm Nikon lens and five additional
extension tubes. The resulting spatial resolution was of 7.5 µm. Particular care
was taken in choosing the aperture, to ensure that the depth of field was large
enough so that the contact line was in focus throughout the recorded droplet
spreading. To maximize the contrast of the droplet edges the background was
uniformly illuminated by a fiber-optic cold light source (Schott 2500 KL).

An ad hoc Graphical User Interface (GUI) developed in Matlab was used to
process the images and extract: time of the incipience of wetting, initial droplet
radius, evolution of contact angle and contact line in time. The important
inputs for the automatic detection algorithms were set manually using the
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Figure 5.4. Droplet shape at times t=0.15 ms (1), t=0.60
ms (2) and t=0.90 ms (3) after initial contact. The left half
of the picture is the experimental picture, the right side is the
numerical prediction. a) shows a water droplet (equilibrium
contact angle θe = 20◦ and viscosity µ =1 mPas) spreading on
a Si-oxide wafer, b) shows a 82.5% glycerin-water droplet on
Si-oxide wafer ( θe = 17◦, µ = 85mPas).

GUI, which also allowed us to visually evaluate the quality of the results of the
detection. The core of the contact line tracking is illustrated in section 3.1.

The contact angle was measured by computing the tangent over the first
seven pixels of the interface contours neglecting the first pixel. Thus the tangent
was computed from the remaining six points using the least square method,
which allowed us to measure the apparent contact angle with great accuracy.

5.2.2. Numerical simulations

To analyze the experiments, corresponding numerical simulations based on the
Cahn-Hilliard equations (Cahn & Hilliard 1959) have been made.

The Cahn-Hilliard equation (Jacqmin 1999), is based on a formulation of
the free energy in the system, and can be used together with the Navier Stokes
equations to model contact line motion.

In this formulation the wetting boundary condition becomes:

ǫµf
∂C

∂t
= −ǫσ∇C · n + σ cos(θe)g

′(C), (5.2)

where θe is the equilibrium contact angle and C is the gas/liquid concentration
and µf is believed to be a friction factor at the contact line.

The contact line friction factor (µf ) that appears in eq.(5.2) is not known
a priori and is determined by matching the experimental spreading radii in
simulations. As shown in figure 5.4, if an appropriate value for µf is introduced,
the contact angle in the simulation exactly mimics the behavior of the contact
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angle recorded in the physical experiment, thus this value can be considered an
accurate numerical measure of the contact line dissipation and the numerical
simulations can be considered a numerical experiments, allowing us to identify
the different contributions to the total dissipation. This work is discussed in
details in Paper 6.



CHAPTER 6

Overview and conclusions

This chapter summarizes the main results and conclusions of this thesis. For
full results the reader is referred to the following section.

6.1. Experiments with refractive index matching

6.1.1. Filtration of a fiber suspension

The flow generated during the filtration of a fiber suspension in a vertical
channel has been studied experimentally using PIV and pressure drop measure-
ments. Index of refraction matching of fibers and fluids allowed measurements
to be performed in the proximity and, to some extent, in the forming network
during filtration. PIV measurements over a forming fiber network showed:

i The area over which the forming network induces velocity gradients has
been measured and have been found to be independent of the Reynolds
number but dependent on the fiber length and the structure of the
network.

ii Time scale estimations of particle rotations under shear based on Jef-
fery’s theory have revealed significant modifications of fibers orientation
at filtration velocities typical of the papermaking process cannot occur.

Pressure drop and PIV measurements over a static fiber network revealed:

iii A linear dependence of the pressure drop with the basis weight (mass
of fibers in the network per unit area).

iv The non-dimensional filtration resistance R derived from Darcys law is
found to be independent of filtration velocity and network thickness if
network compressibility is accounted for.

v Analysis of the flow scales in the proximity of the network showed that
the signature of the mesh used to filter the suspension is never com-
pletely suppressed as the network thickness increases.

Future research directions: one interesting use of the filtration apparatus and
the refractive-index matching procedure could be the study transport and re-
tention of smaller particles through the fiber network.

42
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6.1.2. Large particles in turbulence

An experimental technique to simultaneously measure rotational rates of ar-
bitrarily shaped particles and fluid velocity was developed. This was done by
standard stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry and particles that have the
same refractive index as the surrounding fluid with embedded tracers. This
technique is applied to study the interaction of Taylor-scale spherical and ellip-
soidal particles with Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence. The results showed
that:

i Both nearly neutrally buoyant spherical and ellipsoidal particles pro-
vided turbulence attenuation at volume concentrations as low as 0.1%.

ii Ellipsoidal particles provided a lower turbulence attenuation (-3% com-
pared to the unladen case) than spheres (-15%).

iii Analysis of the wavenumber spectra showed enhancement of the small
scales and reduction of the large scales for both spherical and ellipsoidal
particles. However, the reduction of the large scales was much more
evident for spherical particles.

iv A preliminary analysis of the rotation measurements showed a nearly
gaussian distribution of the rotation rates for both cases, and a higher
average rotation rate for ellipsoidal particles.

Future research directions: these results open up the question of why do elon-
gated particles are less effective in damping the turbulent kinetic energy, and
the measurement technique developed here offers the possibility to answer it
through detailed simultaneous measurements of the turbulent flow and linear
and angular motion of finite size particles.

6.2. High-speed imaging experiments

6.2.1. CFD-based estimator

Time resolved measurements of a turbulent confined jet have been performed
with high-speed PIV. The measurements have been used both as a feedback
signal and as a reference for the evaluation a CFD-based estimator for complex
flows. The amount of feedback data was progressively reduced both in time
and space to test the limits of the estimator. Also different feedback strategies
were tested. The results showed that:

i For reduced feedback data-rate and full spatial information, the error
norm starts to increase significantly when the data-rate is below the
frequency of the energy-containing turbulent structures.

ii Reducing the feedback area produces a lower error than reducing the
density of the feedback points. In particular, measurement points for
the feedback should be concentrated upstream, near the jet outlet.
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iii In order to improve the prediction of turbulent fluctuations from local-
ized measurements, Kalman filters were designed based on the experi-
mental data. The actual distributions of the Kalman filter gains depend
on the local mean velocity profiles and thus on the streamwsie location
of the sensor. At the upstream positions, the Kalman filter is seen to
force short wavelength oscillations occurring due to the wake instabili-
ties just downstream of the splitter plates whereas further downstream
large scale jet modes are forced. However, initial attempts of applying
the Kalman filters to the MI-simulation have not resulted in distinct
reductions of the estimation error.

6.2.2. Modal decomposition

Modal analysis by proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and dynamic mode
decomposition (DMD) of the PIV data from the turbulent confined jet is pre-
sented. This flow case provides an interesting and challenging benchmark for
testing POD and DMD and discuss their efficiency in a fully turbulent case.
The main conclusions are the following:

iv POD analysis reveals the most energetic spatial structures are related
to the flapping of the jet and located in the downstream region; a low
frequency peak at St = 0.02 has been found by analyzing the associated
temporal mode. Higher order modes revealed the presence of faster
oscillating shear flow modes combined to a recirculation zone near the
inner jet.

v A good agreement is found between DMD and POD analysis; however,
DMD is able to rank the modes by frequencies, isolating structures
associated to harmonics of the flow.

vi An iterative procedure identify consistent DMD modes has been pro-
posed. This is done by projecting the results of one iteration on the
previous one obtained with another set of snapshots that have an off-
set origin in time, and retaining those whose projection is larger than
a given threshold. This procedure has shown the potential to retain
modes that have a physical significance.

Future research directions: using a DNS as a model of the flow to estimate is an
interesting and robust approach because it does not rely on any reduced order
model. However, our results showed that an unresolved DNS without sub-grid
scale model is not able to recover the information lost when the feedback data
is limited in space or in time. Therefore It would be interesting the possibility
to include a feedback forcing on a LES (Large Eddy Simulation) with a realistic
sub-grid scale model. Also, if the aim is not to to design a real-time observer,
but instead a device to perform hybrid measurements, one could make use of
the temporal information of the feedback signal, rather than only looking at
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the instantaneous data, for example using one of the modal decompositions
discussed here.

6.2.3. Dynamic wetting

High-speed imaging experiments of a droplet spreading on a solid surface have
been performed. By combining the experiments and direct numerical simu-
lations a dissipative mechanisms arising from the contact line movement has
been identified and the corresponding macroscopic coefficient has been mea-
sured. The main results are:

i Experiments of droplet spreading have been performed over an unprece-
dented range of parameters (in terms of droplet viscosity, equilibrium
contact angle and droplet size).

ii A model of the contact line dissipation has been implemented in a nu-
merical simulation and comparison with experimental results (after fit-
ting the only unknown parameter) have shown excellent agreement.

iii The magnitude of the dissipation arising from the contact line has been
extracted from the simulations and compared to viscous dissipation.
Contact line dissipation has been found to be dominant in all cases.

Future research directions: For the first time the magnitude of the contact line
dissipation has been compared to the other dissipative mechanisms observed
in dynamic wetting and found to be dominant. This might be the reason why
previous attempts to find a universal scaling did not completely succeed. The
next step would be to look for a universal scaling based on the coefficient we
found for contact line dissipation.
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